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Foreword

Dedicated to my Dear Departed Mother Ethel Heeley; Sister Alice Murrett; Stepfather Charles Heeley Jr.; Stepmother Gail Marie Cuoco Heeley, May they all Rest in Peace and be forever held in my Heart and Mind.

To my patient and enduring Typist Patricia Koch, and Ardent Thank you very much for all your work. Also to Janice and so many others who were behind making this dream of mine become a Reality. Thank you very much. "Bill" Anon. 2019
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Be My Angel c1995 _____Death Row Reflections  Morgan Herring IV

Here before your astral-shod feet lies a torn
shattered, abused and life-weary soul

Take me! unto thy merciful fold

Give me! the light of empyrean rebirth
to my darkness-bound spirit

Speak to me! with the balm-laden psalms
of the mystically divine

Heal me! Carry me! to another dimension
and time

Bathe me! Cleanse me! of my bloody
sin-filled bodily shell

Save me! from my trek towards hell

Guide me! to a place of peace and love

Assign me! to a redemptive star

Fill me! with wisdom most sublime

Bless me! with an outpouriing of abundant grace

Restore my name! to the eternal scroll

For to you, my angel, I surrender
my heart, mind and immortal soul!

Be my angel!

william morganherring

1
Condemned 2 Death
William MorganHerring
©2013

Little do you understand
The infantile wounds are present
Within the psyche of this man
Let me show you where they began

Imprinted psychosomatically upon me in the
Embryonic stage
When my mother was on the receiving
End of various boyfriends’
Physically and emotionally abusive rage.
Thereby scarring my tabula rasa at
A most crucially vulnerable age.

When she sought and bought relief
During her pregnancy of things that
Were chemically detrimental to the
Neural architecture growing
Within the cerebral cells of
Gestating baby me.

Now, maybe you see, why the man
Of me reacts so disturbingly violent
It’s all in the evolutionary cellular
Indelibility of what long ago happened
Before my birth arrival in this
Society.

It is said way before me by someone
In antiquity “The child is the parent
Of the adult.”
To which in modernity I reply
“Today’s actions and misdeeds spring forth
From long ago planted good or bad seeds.”

Therefore I plead when juries of fate
Deliberate with all due and deliberate
Speed.
Do most probingly search the accused
Life down past his or her roots, and

(over)

(over)
The Roar of the vengeance-filled bloodlusting
mob
Cows the accused, depraved, scorned
Abused, rejected, despised demented simpleton
All their Hidden wrongs and proclivities have
The perfect de facto venue to assuage their
Deeply covert self-loathing, Hatred and shame
Of having a dark forbidden side.
So in the open they now issue self-righteous
Cries. But in their Hearts is Lies

One rises between the hypocrite driven
Mob
The Advocate for the Hapless
Accused, and states a disservice to the victim
And just logic and proper Rule of Law, we shall
Persue if we heed the passions of this Crowd
And not test and exam by process Due, the
Facts of this matter and see if it lays upon
The State of mind and hands of my client as TRUE!

William Morganherring
Think before You Move

@ 2016 mind matrix L.L.C.
Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

Think before you move
To whom do you got something to prove
Think seven times before you speak
Nine times before you move
Cause once it's said or done you can't take it back
So gather your facts, be Right and Exact.
Then you can commit the Act.
Think it out very seriously, movin' Hastily, cause your fate may
Be the Pen-i-ten-tia-ry!
Be Real Smooth
Think Before you move
That's the way you always end up being the one Who Rules
Your mind is the sharpest tool
More precious than any Jewel
Or more deadly than a Nine
Full of Infinite designs
To Whom do you got Anything to Prove?
Think Rethink before you move
The supreme instrument in da' Hussle
Is the mind that dictates How and When
To use da' muscles
So if you want to be Livin' Large and Successful-lee
Stop and Think, Plan it All out Total-lee
Think before you move!

William Morgan-Herring
Sister's Time

Playing Catch Me If You Can
with my baby sister
a little too rough,
must remember,
when so young, they're still as tender
as angel’s fluff
I sweep her into my arms
with a hearty roar
as I carry her through the door
We are both laughing and spilling
autumn leaves upon the kitchen floor.
Mom calls you two get ready for dinner
and we comply.
Dad, Gail, Nookie and I,
Oh! and Alex the Doberman too.
Now we're an ideal family.
Pass the biscuits, where's the peas?
Thank you, you're welcome, and Grace is said
before we begin with all of these.
Family dinner table chit-chat all around,
Dad doesn't say too much,
woods his head with a smile or disapproving frown.
Alex stretches, yawns, and lays back down.
Mom/Gail takes her customary sip of dinner wine
not specifically to aid digestion,
but rather to help her unwind.
Dinner's done.
Sis goes to her room, friends
calling her on her phone.
Me and Dad, smoke a healthy joint
he makes a few observational points
of how things are business-wise coming along.
We're interrupted by the telephone.
it's the call I must heed.
As if she's telepathic
I look up and my baby sister's there
with a wide eyed innocently inquisitive stare.
Can she tell that I must be departing
from this time of family harmony?
She asks "Are you staying, Vonnie? I hope you are."
Something in the way she says it
lets me know she already knows my answer
which makes me feel like I'm being
eaten by a hauntingly unshakable cancer.
With sadness-filled eyes and softly whispered
plea she asks "Why do you always do this
to me... come for a while then go away?"
I silently drop my eyes and head, with a forlorn sigh.
She bravely holds back the welling tears
which makes my soul weary body go a little slack.
What dare I say?
With her heart she senses the truth anyway,
"Promise me you'll call or write"
while on her tiptoes my cheek she reaches up to kiss.
Then she takes my hand
thereby further piercing my already wounded heart anew
when she radiantl declares with love filled, tear dripping eyes
"I'll miss you."
She says a voice trembling "goodnight" to me and Dad,
turns and proceeds back to her bedroom
like a last remaining ray of resilient sunshine as darkness
rushes in:
I'll forever remember and treasure this sight,
she turns and blows me an "I love you" hand to heart
to lips to kiss.
I wait until I think she’s cried herself to sleep.
I enter her bedroom and kneel at her bedside,
give her forehead a gentle kiss,
then say over her my farewell prayer.

"Please watch over and protect her, O' Creator.
Keep her safe and strong.
Let her always feel a spiritual Grace guiding her
to choose Right over Wrong.
Help her to one day fully understand,
Yes! I am her only Bloodkin Brother from a woman and man,
but by the Holy Brotherhood she'll never be without
a Guiding Hand.
That within my humble body
resides a most anciently, immemorially, anointed soul,
that is beyond the limiting boundaries of space or time,
eternally on call 24/7, to serve Humankind."

"Amen!"
Cellular Cycle

Time is now 0600 Hrs.
The high intensity fluorescent lights are activated though I've been awake since approx. 0400 or 0500 Hrs., in my steel framed bed.
I switch on radio 680am WPTF for weather report, throw back the covers, stand my 6ft. 1 in., aging osteo-arthritis-laden frame up to the slender 4.5 inch wide by 54 inches long window and check the sky, "visual weathercheck," slip on shower slippers and make morning meditational chant:

    "I give thanks and praise to thee, Oh Creator for finding me worthy of thy wondrous creation!..."

Now the mundane rituals start anew.

c. 2014 Mind Martix LLC
Wm. Morganherring
Treasures of Life

Time shared
Together
The trusting of us
Holding hands
Talking with our eyes and hearts
Taking passionately mystic treks
In the temple of each other
Teaching our children what lies ahead
Telling them “I love you”
Tearing away the facade of defensive uncertainty
Yielding to each other in nakedly submissive
Innocence and truth
Thoughts of times, things.... tears .......
Hopes and dreams
That we have and will
Continue to share
Like sentimental heirlooms
I place these in the TREASURE box
Of my mind
Which I lock with my heart
From which I’ll access them
For periodic recollection and reflection
Reaffirming my course and direction
Towards achieving more of
The TREASURES of LIFE

copyright 1996 Death Row Reflections, Wm. MontanaHerring

William MontanaHerring
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THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER
@ 2018 Wm. Morgan-Herring

"When you close your ears and your mind, you're no different than someone that is physically
blind".

"There is always a method to uncover chicanery, lies and despicable deeds".

"To have a garden and a fully stocked library, is paradise to the scholar".

"There is a rekindling of the fires of truth, justice, equality and liberty when all parties
keep to the balance and lines of the square".

"A professional is one that is above the pressure of a situation, does not sink to partisan
retaliatory spiteful action, is objectively detached, highly rational, strategically logical
thinking and acting at all times".

"What is buried under falsehood, deception and obfuscation, over time is revealed by the
eroding of it's cover to reflect it's essence".

"It is the height of dereliction of executive responsibility and neglect of duty to ignore or
arrogantly deny any subordinate the right to audience and assistance from your awareness
of their petitioning you about his or her plight when it's within your power to rectify it".

"Nothing lasts forever, change is inevitable, new ideas, plans and needs must be met on
innovative, creative levels".

"If you wish to be dazzled and perplexed at the same moment, search deep into the eyes
and soul of a woman".

"When your friend says "Yes"! Give him your hand in thanks. When your friend says "No",
embrace him and pull him close to your heart in appreciation of his honesty".

"Information! Knowledge is power in the mind (latent) and hands (active) of someone
who searches for a proper application of use of said data".

"Why is it that we can change so many things in society, yet our most difficult thing to
change is ourselves".

"When the creation and application of laws, statutes, policies and social guidelines
are by inception give unfair advantage to one class over the other it is a violation
of the ethical and spirit of civil societies overarching goal of serving the greater good
of its people".

William Morgan-Herring
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. MorganHerring IV

"One can and is easily deceived when they know not their roots, shoots, branches and budding leaves of their genealogy."

"It is not enough to discover your familial roots, one must search down to the germinated ("Asili") seed."

"It is in the stillness and silence of predawn meditations that the voice of sublime guidance is heard."

"Documentation defeats memorization every time an issue is in dispute or left to doubtful questioning."

"The noble profession of nursing is richly laden with qualities of the overall human character patience, concern, tenderness, empathy, altruism and joyous peacefulness towards all of the creatures of creation."

"It is a seemingly pervasive practice of institutionalism and its factums to pounce quickly when their order, rules or provinces are infringed, but once they have transgressed unjustly and often in violation of their own state policy and procedures, they're ever so tediously deliberative to erect a myriad of administrative makeweights in hopes of making a complainant give up pursuing settlement of the matter."

"Madness screams and howls: Knowledge speaks and laughs; Wisdom whispers And caresses."

"The avant guard author is the enlightener and sensorial physicist who via unimaginable sound, colors, scenes and human interactions opens us to an infinity of possibilities and capable realities."

"Those that do not appreciate, tolerate and be patiently forgiving and forever understanding with their own family bloodkin are like the tree cutting itself off from its roots. In time it withers up, dries out and is ready for the firewood pile."

"As a girl she is pretty, beautiful as a woman, gorgeous as a lady aged with grace, poise and style as a Dame She is Glamorous."

"To seek to gain knowledge humbles you. Too much knowledge without discipline makes A fool out of you. Knowledge properly applied enriches one with timeless wisdom."

-12-

William MorganHerring
BECAUSE OF YOU

By William Morganherring 13 August 2015

A Glimmer of hopefilled light
Pierced my dark overcast clouds of morose depression
Because of You
Taking the time to let me find a quiet, gentle refuge within
Your soothing words of experience-laden meditation and verification
A ray of Gracious and forgiving guidance was shone upon
Me with Radiance filled possibilities
If I but struggle to live and give
Life a chance I would pull through
Because there stands others Just Like
You!
Who said “there’s nothing you can’t do?: Live, breathe, strive/survive
Believe, you can and will achieve!” I’m here have no fear
The legions of the cosmos will aide you if you but
Stay conscious and true
All this was shared by, through and to me
From a Goddess of Pure spirit and all that’s
True
Because of you
So to the untold multitudes of You!
I surrender an eternal
Thank You!
For coming to my rescue!

William Morganherring
I am black The prime cosmic foundation
Of all Matter, Antimatter
I am black 85% of all cosmological existence
Infinity expanding, all commanding, impenetrable
Triple blackness, super density extinguishing Yotta Zettatrilions
Of universes into nanocosmic clusters upon the thumbnail
Sliver of a teaspoon of spatial dimensionality.
I am black, the background that makes all colors visible, without which
All others would be invisible.
I am black!
Through my light you see the truest and longest of sight
Blacklight!
I am black, the all pervasive prime causational
Cosmic primo genus of all existence.
It begins, it continues and ends with black!

I AM THE ALMIGHTY BLACK ! ! !
"Those that do not appreciate, tolerate and be patiently forgiving and forever understanding with their own family bloodkin are like the tree cutting itself off from its roots. In time it withers up, dries out and is ready for the firewood pile."

"As a girl she is pretty, beautiful as a woman, gorgeous as a lady aged with Grace, poise and style as a Dame. She is Glamorous."

To seek to gain knowledge humbles you. Too much knowledge without discipline makes a fool out of you. Knowledge properly applied enriches one with timeless Wisdom.

"A new friendship is like opening a book with an interesting title. Only by constant reading will time reveal if it's all the title made you think it was."

"Before all forms of structured "Education" one was foremost awoken to the experiential knowledge of self."

"Leaders are made great based upon vision, ability to communicate and motivate others to see the vision, personal magnetism to draw a vast array of persons with a wide array of assets, skills, talents and ideas they're willing to share to share, use, sacrifice and earn in order to make the vision a tangible, lasting reality. This is in and of itself a true revolutionary lender of change."

"We can aspire, desire and then become incomprehensibly contained by the very power, position or authority we obtain. This is a most perplexing dichotomy of life."

"The civil honor of respect, obedience and loyalty are earned over the course of proximity, shared experiences and periodic empathy, guidance and the overarching goal of helping your fellow human beings."

W I M B
O A L
L A K
S T K
D N E
O R E
M A N
I T L
A C S
F E S
E R N
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. MorganHering IV

"Creator, grant me the ability to respect and still love those that unjustly lie and despise me. For no matter what I say or do they will hate me. The peaceful contentment to help the small few that do APPRECIATE my efforts, and the consciousness to immediately know the difference and move on".

AMEN!

"It is better to be at peace of mind and imprisoned, than free and in a state of confusion and controversy".

"Knowledge is power and a foundation upon which to guide one over time to the summit of wisdom and enlightenment. Anyone that denies, hinders or obstructs one from having full unfettered access to knowledge is an enemy of democracy, freedom and power!"

"It is dangerous at times to allow yourself to be following the fashionable style or mode of living, just because of your peers, society as a whole is doing it, for this Lenninist mimicry is what gave the world Nazism, Apartheid, Communism and Capitalism."

"The embryonic stages of the University system of pedagogic exchange began with the Greeks and their lyceum of self-searching thought provoking questioning."

"In the absence of physical freedom of mobility, I discovered the true essence of freedom, it is peace of a clearly focused and purpose driven mind of intractable strength and value."

"To those that deal in misdirections, obfuscation, subterfuge and outright trickery, they most often are eventually trapped by their own chicanery."

"In Ancient Egypt there was the belief that power could be wielded in the knowledge of knowing one's name."

"When one seeks to gain undue advantage by use of illicit, unscrupulous means they upset the law of harmonious balance and shall surely themselves suffer from this disruption in the eventual end."

"When humankind began to speak, write and exchange ideas and information thus was the nascent rudiments of politics born."

"Things may not always be what they first seem to be, under thorough examination, may reveal the true nature of the facts underneath the initial assumptions."
Power to Create
William MorganHerring

For days thoughts, ideas and schemes
Have rapidly careened around in the
Confines of my mind

But being that my situation was YRCC\(^1\)
German-cell solitary isolation
Which allowed me neither clothes, pencil nor pen

They all remained within till I came to
Realize

I then and there began to mantra-like repeatedly
Recite till I had them memorized.

Still they were as an unopened prize
For to be really fully actualized
I had to get out of here

And begin to share so others
Can visualize what lies within
Is often conveyed with voice, pencil or pen

In all its basicality, before internet, cellphone
Typewriter and telegrams, the way the days were made better was
By handwritten pen or pencil marked letter

© 2013 MindMatrix LLC

\(^1\) Yardville (N.J.) Reception and Correction Center

william morganHerring
"When you close your ears and your mind, you're no different than someone that is physically blind".

"There is always a method to uncover chicanery, lies and despicable deeds".

"To have a garden and a fully stocked library, is paradise to the scholar".

"There is a rekindling of the fires of truth, justice, equality and liberty when all parties keep to the balance and lines of the square".

"A professional is one that is above the pressure of a situation, does not sink to partisan retaliatory spiteful action, is objectively detached, highly rational, strategically logical thinking and acting at all times".

"What is buried under falsehood, deception and obfuscation, over time is revealed by the eroding of it's cover to reflect it's essence".

"It is the height of dereliction of executive responsibility and neglect of duty to ignore or arrogantly deny any subordinate the right to audience and assistance from your awareness of their petitioning you about his or her plight when it's within your power to rectify it".

"Nothing lasts forever, change is inevitable, new ideas, plans and needs must be met on innovative, creative levels".

"If you wish to be dazzled and perplexed at the same moment, search deep into the eyes and soul of a woman".

"When your friend says "Yes"! Give him your hand in thanks. When your friend says "No", embrace him and pull him close to your heart in appreciation of his honesty".

"Information! Knowledge is power in the mind (latent) and hands (active) of someone who searches for a proper application of use of said data".

"Why is it that we can change so many things in society, yet our most difficult thing to change is ourselves".

"When the creation and application of laws, statutes, policies and social guidelines are by inception give unfair advantage to one class over the other it is a violation of the ethical and spirit of civil societies overarching goal of serving the greater good of its people".

William MorganHerring
"The computer is in no way smarter than the human, it just runs through data right or wrong, depending on what its been fed by human (hands and minds) and decides."

"There must be first a total deracination of the entire thought process of those to be reformed, corrected or first habilitated before you can "Re" habilitate them. They've got to be taught, ethics, morals, civics, values, honor and truth, then you have planted the seeds of civilized social wafuring."

"When open governments become reactionaries, to attacks upon the free open democratic style of living, expressing and sharing of opposing viewpoints in an open egalitarianism then the lurking threat or actual attack of terrorism, anarchy, have been to win by making us change our likelihood of embracing, liberty for all."

"Upon gazing at what is physical human beauty, I then approach with wary interest and set about to probe into the depths of the actual content of the character, this confirms or denies whether she's a true beauty or just superficial."

"Before all forms of structured "Education" one was foremost awakened to the experiential knowledge of self."

"Madness, screams and howls, knowledge speaks and laughs, wisdom, whispers and caresses."

"As youth of the 60's, I was taught of those whom are great we try to emulate and congratulate in hopes we too can elevate. Yet it appears the youth of the 90's and 2000's, would rather hate and denigrate."

"The civil honor of respect, obedience and loyalty are earned over the course of proximity, shared experiences and periodic empathy, guidance and the overarching goal of helping your fellow human beings."

"Upon the midnight hours approach, let's cease all the distraction of the world, remove all the external restraints of societal normalcy, totally, in unabashed submissively naked truth embrace each other, chest to breast, arms to enwrap, lips to succle upon your plant flesh.
We hear only our hearts rhythmic meshing, melding into absolutely a single harmony. There are no words, no time, no limits. We pierce the veil of the incomprehensible, indescribable quantumly, mystical trek with the sacrosanct inner sanctum of the corpus adyhim temple universalis, as god and goddess in divine congress."
Windows of The World

copyright 2011
William Morgan Herring

Sitting in the west
Watching the sunrise east
Consuming predawn breakfast gourmet feast
Not a care
For I am joined by an exquisitely erudite lady most fair
I'm so zonally there
somebody gag me / I resist
The overwhelming surge of an
Urge
To jump up on a table
And pull a CAG-KNEEL
It's not a dream and scream

Top o' da World, Ma!

So Mrs. Cindy Sheehan, remember
3 plus thousand that look down from
Heaven as you whimper and cry I
Ask think about the unselfish
Fellows of 911
Yeah I felt real sad, then got mad
'Cause with a beautiful, intelligent
Lady I did enjoy a powerful sunrise
Breakfast at this famous restaurant
That's no more!

Windows of the World!
When you first appeared before my
world weary eyes
I beheld the ethereal soul light of
An infinity of ancient noble goddesses within

When your body moved
I heard the rhythmic pulse of
Tribal drums thumping life into
The very atmosphere that enveloped

When you spoke
I felt the soothingly melodic
Whispers of the nocturnal winds
Rushing against my body

You calmed me

When we touched a high, wide, deep and strong
Unclimbable volcanic mountain was caused
Spilling forth feverishly scorching orgasmic
Lava, richly impregnating terra firma with
The evolutionary seeds of OUR infinity of congress.

It begins...........It ends..................with only

YOU!!!
Can one with wisdom and might
Change wrong to right?
Why do we see so far in the darkness of night?
Yet long so for the blindly limited vision of sunlight.
What I’d like to know
Is why what I hear on the radio
Is oftentimes called a “show”?
Women are supposedly the “weaker sex”
But chromosomally man is “x-y and woman
Is double “x-x”. XX
So does genetics refute this myth
Decreed by patriarchs to you and me.
Why am I considered as a “Black”
And you as a “White”
But others are given a label befitting
Their ethnicity.
Asians aren’t called yellows
East and native Indians aren’t called
Categorically Brownes or Reds
So tell me who put this exclusively
Unfitting color scheme into Africans
And Caucasian’s heads.
Just some mental wondering of my mind.
I FORGIVE YOU

Wm. Morgan-Herring  IV

I forgive you world for being so cold, cruel and confusing.
I forgive you Doctor of my birth for the violent introduction
to this life you gave my innocently numb ass! and sterile mind.
I forgive you Mother, for the sometimes extremely abusive
"Tough Love" you dealt our.
I forgive you AmeriKKKa, for the subjugation, indoctrination,
cultural castration, disinformation, miseducation you fiendishly
imposed upon me, the post-plantation, pseudo mancipation,
psychotronic industrialization, mass materialization, socio-economic
enslavement you continue to subject us to.
I forgive you CIA, Mafia, for the covert and overt feeding
of the Black and Latino communities with Guns and Drugs
to further escalate our self-inflicted Genocide Rate.
I forgive the Capitalist Eurocentric derived imperialistic
supremacist minded system of domination, that environmentally
causéd my Mother to be a semi-literate, shoplifting, welfare
receiving, weekend hustling liquor house whore!
I forgive you "unknown" biological father, that never gave me
Your name, presence, support or even an idea of what it is
to be a Father.
Most of all I forgive myself, for I've been carrying
around all these years, a mind clouded and blinded with hate,
vengeance and anger driven violence laden misery. Which has
kept me in a mental, physical and most definitely spiritual
captivity. Now I'm free .......... 'cause I forgive even me!
PRISON PARADOX
A GLIMPSE OF SCHROEDINGER'S CAT

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

I looked in the polished stainless steel
ewall mounted mirror, as I drew the cloth across
my wet face.
For a fraction of a second I didn't see a
reflection of my own countenance
but rather that of a black faced-yellow eyed cat!
Now just imagine that!
A most perplexing circumstance considering I've had
nearly ten years free of any intoxicating substance.
Was it a subconsciously motivated signal to my
Consciousness? To what end......
if such what does the image of a cat no less portend
something from my past upon which I should dwell
before my existence was reduced to a solitary
Concrete box of ten by twelve, with two death sentences
which cause me to dance an infernal syzygyan type tango
in a nebulously numbing necroneural netherworld
of societal stasis
whereby sheer innately immutable macrocosmic force or
my iconoclastic hypermetaphysical soul
I refuse to succumb and let life pass me by
I shall constantly engage all that which is beyond my
constructed confines
embedding my existence into their memory
thereby resoundingly disputing the theory of being
Neither dead or alive
As so theorized as an observationally deterministic fact
Yes! Of course, now it's clear what I glimpsed was an
instance of Schroedinger's cat
as a reflection of my being held here
in a seemingly forgotten nanopixel of space and time
in my ten by twelve prison cell!
Death is Lurking

With frigidly paralyzing stealth
Death creeps across the concrete prison floor
With obnoxiously anticipatory voraciousness it waits
Just beyond the cell doors
Nay! Shall I even dare to tremble inside.
For there's nary a place upon which to hide
Death is lurking
Never will it find me shirking
For with aloof pride and a grandly
Noble stride
I will meet and greet Death
For naught comes to any dreams of
Death being defeated
Death is lurking
As a sublime conveyor to a portal of
SUPERNAL EMPYREANIC INFINITY
Death... the Immutable TRANSFIGURATIVE
Acutalizer
Never will it find any fear within me
For Death is merely a complimentary
Companion don't you see?
Willingly Death I shall embrace
Loosening my soul from the confines of time and
space
Then I shall truly be set totally Free!

Copyright 1999 Death Row Reflections Wm Morgan Herring
Poor Black Kid

Born while ya’ mam’s locked-up on a Bid
Ya’ dad is Same cat that got with Mam while
She was chasing Cash, Real fast
He hit it, quit it in a Flash!

To him you aint even an Afterthought
Mam can’t even remember Clowns name
She hustlin’ so fly with her Game

So it’s up to Nana (grandmam) and Auntie to see
you are raised up, potty trained and taught to wash yourself
Take care of your health and Hygiene

You aint but So big built like a Twig
Cause Aint A lot Always to eat somenights

Biscuits and glass of water with a tablespoon sugar
Or else so hungry in bed

Ya’ eat Ya’ Swat and a few Boogers
The Darkness Keeps ya’ hid

You just a Poor Black Kid
Charity from da’ church, paid me down clothes
Choppin’ corn, pickin’ tomatoes and sweet potatoes
To help earn a few dollars and cents

All ya’ll Pool ya’ money Nana’s Auntie
You go to Shop at IGA or Piggly Wiggly
Can’t get much with the Sharecroppin’ wages they pay

Maybe enough food to last a day or two
Then back to da’ fields

William Johnson Hawking
Then Mamma got out and came to get you from
dr. South, up North in the Big City
Initially you're treated pretty shabby
Called "Cockey," "Bama," "Bumpkin," and "Hick."

Still city boy's bosses you start to kick
But ya still stuck in a different kind of id
cause you know ya' still a Poor Black Kid

Don't really like The Big City, it's dirty, noisy and
not to pretty, only place to find a piece of Peace is
the Big City Park, but you'll get ya' ass killed in 'em
after dark, unless you bad like dem that's been
to Rob or Hurt ya!

So you do a few, crack they lid, split they wig
Pap they Tap!
Caught by de' Cops —— Just Another
Poor Black Kid

Caught up in a lousy and exploitative System
that stole us from our Natural Home
and now feed off our misery to keep
Their System going on

Now before the Judge you must decide
Go to trial or take it on the plea
An get an easy slide
They already know which way you'll carry da Bid
Poor Black Kid

First Couple Bid's you do are Light and Easy

William D. Johnson
Setting you up to feel like back-up jail
Ain't nothing and the system real cheesy
But that's just the desensitization they want you to feel
Till you fuck-up and actually
Get a kill while you out there chasing
Ya' next meal via something or someone to rob or steal
Cost what you done did
Now they getting Rid
Life without Parole
or a Death Row Bid
For the
Poor
Black Kid!
HAI KU ATTEMPT #44
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I
Oceans
C2017 Mind Matrix
Wm. MorganHerring IV

The breeding ground of all planetary evolutionary life forms
From single cell organisms to whole terrestrial compound complex
Organism and life forms, that crawled upon the shores of the land mass
Morphed into ambulatory upright mobility, bearing a liquid core of 60-70%
Mass as proof of their primordial essence. The Global feeding
Grounds of the populous, its uncharted depths still unexplored, unseen
and unknown. The universal planetary amniotic birthing fluid of life, WATER
H2O. Let it flow, bring vibrant, thriving vitality to reality
Female pre birthing harbinger, the breaking of water, the forthcoming
birth. The cosmic search sign for explanatory existence of life
WATER, OCEANS upon Oceans of liquids of various molecular
Make up undulating upon the planesphere, balancing the cycles of
The ecosystem and atmosphere, ever flowing, renewing, restoring
What was a season taken away, sand from the shore, reset once
More upon a more distant locale. Herculean waves of Leviathan
FORCE tossing might ocean vessels as though they were mere
Baubles tidal waves, tsunamis, the mighty fury of the
OCEANS at the height of its tempest or the gentle reflective
Upon a calm OCEAN night of the Heavenly Canopy above
The VAST MIrroR OF A CALM OCEAN sheen. A
Powerfully hypnotic scene of unity SKY and
OCEAN AT PEACE.
The Uniqueness of American styled evolving Democracy is it's unlimited opportunity, to be, do whatsoever suits you or inspires your mind's desire. The only limit upon what one can achieve is set only by themselves and what they believe.

The practice of Democracy is older that the Greeks, for Ancient Egypt, Asia and Africa had those representatives or councils that govern with Majority Consultive Consent of the people. Who if displeased appealed up the chains of power to the Emperor's Court, Pharaoh's council and Tribal Chief after all else. These civilizations predate the Greeks by several thousand years.

"With the forces of spiritual, moral, ethical and legal righteousness on your side coupled to undeterred patience, unshakeable optimism and indomitable courage failure will never be a part of your life."

W O M A N
I F A N A
S N D T
D O U R
M E

"First learn to recognize who and what you are, be it good or negative traits. Then accept yourself inspite of how and what others may think of you. Finally don't change a damn thing about yourself unless you truly want to, not because others want you to."

As uttered by Wu-Shih-Tzu "If you use patience and perseverance You will never experience defeat only setbacks delays or more frustrations to your plans. Success is open to the persistent."
"The evolution of institutional bred dissemination of knowledge is seen in a vast collection of universities, colleges, and trade and basic elementary schools educational systems. Yet the very genus of embryonic pedagogic discourses began in the dialogues amongst philosophical (thinkers) persons and their colleagues through thought provoking questioning, that caused one to parse their very facet of thought as well as action, record, review and remembrances of every single component that made up the whole activity under question. Thus was the birth of “Learning” an Inner examination of oneself. Thusly over the entrance to the Temples of Knowledge in Egypt of Antiquity was the inscription upon Arching Entrance “KNOW YOURSELF ALL WHO ENTER”.

“

The past has faded, the future is a mystery to me. Each day I live by Following my fantasy,”

“Live by the Code of Telling the Truth, for each time you tell a lie You die.”

“My love is so powerfully unbreakable, even if you were to spit upon me, tell me to drop dead, throw faces in my face, physically attack and batter me, it would only make me forgive you and pass it off as something was bothering you so deeply that you used your Only Brother as a means to vent and purge your frustrations.”

“I have experienced in Life the Surest Elixir to Elicit the TRUTH from a person is “ANGER” and “INTOXICATION” but when combined you’ll receive the Rawest, most Abominably devastating deep seated feeling and thoughts of a Person you Thought you Knew.”

“I laugh at these puny men as they attempt to make laws (abstract barriers) over or towards conduct motivated by the Human Heart’s Emotion to Express Love to and with it's own choice. Love is a Law Supremely Unto it's own Self.”

William...
EXPRESSIONS
Wm. MorganHerring IV

To breathe and expunge all that is held within
To cry when it hurts, laugh when it gives comfort
To express these emotions, is true growth
To accept what one can not change,
To change what one must this is mature
Acceptance and the beginning of your growth
Tomorrow is yet here, today is present deal
With the reality of here and now. And face
Tomorrow when it comes upon you.
Torture and mayhem face them boldly
Just as you would joy and gladness
For your manner of dealing with these expressions
Are all from within the mind and body of Y-O-U!
What truly matters is how you accept and deal
With these EXPRESSIONS!
"We are a nation built to respect the common bond of civilization that we share, which is the mortar of our laws."

"Jointly united system to instill chaos and entropy" "J-U-S-T-I-C-E !!!"

"The poet's words paint an indelible picture in our mind, a radiating energy in our soul and immortality in our spirit."

"A portion of profits deposited in the bank is a wise investment for the future but a portion of these hard earned profits deposited with a culturally centered community minded banker will yield immense returns."

"With the infinitely rich universe of intelligent literature one can expose his mind to while confined is beyond any type of limitation except those the individual places upon himself."

"It is dangerous at times to allow yourself to be following the fashionable style or mode of living just because of your peers, society as a whole is doing it for this lamminglish mimicry is what gave the world Nazism, Apartheid, Communism and Capitalism."
"Your character is not defined by your accomplishments, accouterments, vocation or social station in society but by your inner surety of your place in the scheme of life".

WAKING PRAYER
I give thanks and praise unto thee O'Lord for finding me worthy to see the dawn of another day of thy most glorious creation.
AMEN

"Often overlooked is the "invention" or evolution of writing in the process of civilization and progress".

"The physical walls, bars, cells and ever present guards, only to the simple-minded make one be imprisoned due to physicality, but to those of higher consciousness in the mental spiritual realm of self-actualization they're always free".

"If you wish to destroy someone, satisfy their every want, desire or cater to their vices. To make or enable one to achieve success, place them early on in situations where they're assured failure. Then guide them to analyze their failures to see the flawed points".

"When others believe that they can achieve through stealth and lies to deceive they only seduce and trick themselves, for eventually what they proposed will be disclosed for all to see".

"To the eyes of the poet there is a sublime language that speaks in the natural movement of a woman's body as she walks amongst the attentive crowd".

"To those who can never admit they're wrong, they're blinded and can't ever see how to get right".

"When you can distinguish and prioritize your wants from your needs, you'll find your life is far less hectic".

"Ideas, designs & innovations are the new global currency of the future and present age".

"One of life's pleasures is to fulfill your dreams and holding them in sweet memory to warm and a smile to your heart, during hard, difficult times".

"The heat of summer aids & abets the rise of passion in the blood and body of creation".
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

"It would appear that at some point the admonition of patience is sorely used to cover for one's utter negligence, laggardliness or outright non-production of addressing the issues."

"To the meticulous and precisely conscious forward looking proactively visionary and innovative executive that isn't satisfied to just be amongst the status quo, to rise to the apex of those recognized as elite they must be bold unconventional thinkers and immune to all the moments they encounter failure."
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

"There is something inherently empowering in the callipygousic power of the natural female physical form".

"Leaders are made great based upon vision, ability to communicate and motivate others to see the vision, personal magnetism to draw a vast array of persons with a wide array of assets, skills, talents and ideas, they're willing to share, use, sacrifice and learn in order to make the vision of the leader a tangible lasting reality. This is in and of itself a true revolutionary "Leader of change".

"I bow in submissive state of bliss to kiss the callipygianically endowed Goddess".

"In the still quietness of nightfall's darkest hours inspirational designs enter via my spirit and mind for me to boldly share with the world to make life better".

"Yes! It is true I do not have "common sense" rather I am endowed with polymathic, savantish bipolar driven "uncommon sense" of an exceedingly rare type and expression".

"I dream and work each day towards making obsolete this oppressively nonproductive prison industrial complex that sucks the intellectual, financial and progressively artistic riches from our sublimely conditioned and entrapped youth of middle to lower socioeconomic status, as its very osmogenically produced, cultivated and harvested fodder perpetuated onto multiple generations".

"It is a seemingly pervasive practice of institutionalism and its factums to pounce quickly when their order, rules or provinces are infringed, but once they have transgressed unjustly and oft times in violation of their own state policy and procedures, they're everso tediously deliberative to erect a myriad of administrative make weights to hope make a compliant give up pursuing settlement of the matter".
DEATH IS MY BITCH!
Wm. MorganHerring IV

When I was told Mom's death was suicide
first everything froze inside
then a flash of heat hit a nerve within my brain
raked by emotions with blazing flames and my body
incessantly pulsing with adrenal fueled pain
A single non-stop 24/7 question pounding, hounding me;
Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma?
Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma? Why Ma?
Why Mmaa?!!! No answers came, so on a campaign
to shut out the questioning refrain I vociferously with
wistful vengeance filled motivated savagery indulged
and never reached satisfaction no matter the carnal debauchery.
Her name Naomi (Hebrew, "sweet delight") and she saw deep
within my itch of demonic pitch, you want to fuck me to death
and make death your bitch! Fire then ice! until then nice!
life then death! When which will appear I haven't a clue,
for both emanate strongly from deep within you, yourself
you want death, so you can make it pay for what was taken
away and can never be replaced by any other Death's
Been Your Bitch since 21 March 1974 when it closed it's
door of life. Mother gone you made death your bitch
wife and whore for evermore!
Please go speak to the youth, kids at schools, mosque, gyms, churches, community centers, Boys and Girls clubs, everywhere, etc! Warn them about these prisons, help them be and stay free. Let them know we have no future if they end-up locked-up in here with us. Tell them “Education is the key to controlling their future.” “Mind power is the ultimate power that has brought us as human beings this far.” To learn is to grow, ignorance is death.” From a 57 y.o. Brother on Death Row with (3) Death sentences and (3) 45 years all running consecutive. Been getting locked up since 1976. My life is done. Please! don’t make the hard headed mistakes I have made that has trapped my life in prison! I love all people especially the future our young people, stay positive. Seek to do something that makes you better, your family stronger, brothers and sisters successful, community more peaceful, children more safer and yourselves more focused on being free and progressing and focused. Someone loves and believes you’ll can change the world if you want to! I send you all my Peace and Prayers!

11/11/2015

Unit #1 CL-106 to CL-107

William Morgan Herring
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Love versus Hate ©2019

The warm loving motherly embrace
occasionally followed by the brutal slap or punch
The loving kiss upon my cheek
from the soft same lips that loudly curses me.
The tears of her passionate recall
The heat of her hate as she remembers being forsaken.
The loneliness of her solemnity
The laughter of her enjoyment
The utter confusion of his emotions
as they vacillate back and forth
between pain and merciless wish
He's torn between the two opposing fates
love versus hate.

William MorganHerring
-40-
"My love is so powerfully unbreakable, even if you were to spit upon me, tell me to drop dead, and throw feces in my face, physically attack and batter me it would only make me forgive you and pass it off as something bothering you so deeply that you used your only brother as a means to vent and release your frustrations".

"Those that scheme and devise to deliberately tell lies even God Almighty truly despises". "A thief and a liar tarry not in my sight saith the Lord".

"The nobility and calling of the advocate is to stand as a guardian of justice on behalf of the lessors of society and ensure them the same measure of justice as the elite and powerful can at times purchase".

"In seeking positions of power and authority people don't realize that they often are bartering their very core essence of what makes them human their spirit and soul in exchange".

"The walk to justice is to be taken slow and deliberate steps at a time with firmly focused commitment".

"There is duty, responsibility task and then you can enjoy the privileges of said execution of standing".

"To make an inkling of an idea and build it into a full grown thriving viable entity that gives employment, subsistence and enjoyment to others is the miracle of creation, creating and giving to make life richer and beneficial to all".

"Greatness is found in those who look after the smallest of details".

"When tyranny and bullying run rampant in state government it is time for true patriotic citizens of liberty to rise up and change the government".

"The secret is kept when the one who knows keeps silent, the secret is revealed when at least one other person knows of it".

"With bated breath I await the coming glories of spring as we awaken from the hibernation of the earth from winter".

William MorganHerring
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. Morgan-Heming IV

"Leaders are made great based upon vision, ability to communicate and motivate others to see the vision, personal magnetism to draw a vast array of persons with a wide array of assets, skills, talents and ideas they're willing to use, sacrifice and learn in order to make the vision a tangible, lasting reality. This is in and of itself a true revolutionary leader of change".

"We can aspire and then become incomprehensibly contained by the very power, position or authority we obtain. This is a most perplexing dichotomy of life".

"The civil honor of respect, obedience and loyalty are earned over the course of proximity, shared experiences and periodic empathy, guidance and the overarching goal of helping your fellow human beings".

"It is the height of delirium of executive responsibility and neglect of duty to ignore or arrogantly deny any subordinate the right to audience and assistance from your awareness of his or her petitioning you about their plight, when it's within your power to rectify it".

"What others plan and do in the covertly veiled spectrum of life, will slowly fester and take root in their deviously black hearted soul and mind and blossom into a cancerous flower of a most lethal variety".

"Many men succumb to a sexy, becoming swagger of a statuesque female saunter while totally negating focusing on obtaining substantive output from them in the purposeful area of dedicated professionalism for which their initial purpose is for their very enticing, alluring Presence".

"There is nothing more beautiful than the natural nude female body".

"The evolutionary genetics proves that the most diverse and oldest blood group emanates From Africans, Read Daniel S. Fairbanks "Everybody is African".

"The act of forgiveness is suppose to be 70 X 70 a day symbolizing infinity, yet we supposedly "Christians" will eternally hold a trespass indiscretion against someone forever and a day".

"There is something inherently empowering in the callipygous power of the natural female body".

-42-

William Morgan-Heming
THE PRISON PHILOSOPHER

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

"The image of Christ that I hold foremost is of utmost modesty and humility ready to serve, ready to die, not all decked out in jewelry, expensive clothes, golden chariots, exquisitely exclusive designer sandals".

"No mode of modern communicate can make a day brighter and better than to hold in hand and read a well thought out patiently written letter".

"It is a never ending joy and life fulfilling calling of immeasurable worth to be needed and called upon to serve others whether they appreciate your efforts or not".

"The emotion of love isn't truly a gift until it finds some to share or express it to or with".

"The maintenance man is elevated to royal status when the rich elite's toilet is overflowing with effluents".

"Who is the awesome arbiter of dictating the expressions of love's emotion to a specific gender must be totally uneducated to the plethora of emotions emulating from the heart".

"My idea of paradise is to have a fully stocked library and an actively fertile garden then I am one step away from perfect paradise".

"To those that carry a torch of enlightenment, they spread that flame as others will catch sparks and light their torches and set off into the world to spread the light again. That is revolutionary!"

"Themis is the true name in Greek for lady justice holding the scales of justice and logical weighing, but the goddess name is from Kemetic Egyptian Ma'at the Feather truth bearer".

"Isolation can and does lead to madness and total solitary isolation leads to total madness".

"I am a child of the 60's when people were not afraid to stand up and speak out against tyranny and corrupt abuses of power!"

"When the few join together they become strong and able to overturn injustice and tyranny into joyous victory for the oppressed and fearful".
"Contact from a long absent friend is like after a long absence, coming back to the warm loving embrace of returning to your hometown full of family and friends".

"When administrative subordinates, lower echelons and subalterns are derelict and delinquent in properly executing well established and clearly promulgating operational policies and directives, the fault lies squarely upon the duly titled executive chief, not the individual subordinate".

"When poverty is upon one it humbles them. When power is invested in one it corrupts them. And when passion consumes one it can drive one to share in their pursuit of satiating it".

"There is now totally, dynamic merging or convergence of the separate fields of scientific studies, into a united scientific field, i.e., neuroelectrical engineering, Nano molecular physics, enviromolecular genetic synthesis, Nano chemical agricultural engineering, astroarcheological (?) new age enviro terraforming and an experiential cross coupled compex fusion of disciplines of science that once were thought and taught a stand alone (?) environs of existence".

"When one becomes insensitive, unresponsive or blithely unconcerned about entreaties of other human beings.(?)The gross infirmity is foremost self inflicted, for hate hurts first the hater. Disrespect ultimately then harms the disrespector whatever negative forms held or expressed in one’s heart or mind does its most crucial damage to the one that generates it upon or toward others first within themselves".

"It isn’t what happened, but to know why or what caused it to happen is the process of understanding how to prevent any recurrence of such incidents".

When one succumbs in their mind to the “so-called” reality of any circumstance or environment then it becomes to them REAL, i.e., one who forever keeps their mind free and actions operatively open visioned will never be “imprisoned” in spite of such physical mobility.

"When ignorance and arrogance got up to dance to the music being played by “The Band of Fools” everyone else left the dance floor".

"You can say just about anything; what matters most is what your do, for actions speak louder than words".
I WAS NOT

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV

I was not born a killer or murderer
Society taught me as I grew
From the moment the hand slapped my
Semi-lifeless body into a (unbeknown then)
Conscious and constant journey of violence
And pain.....Isn't that strange
I was not born an alcoholic or drug addict
Family holiday gatherings, television, movies
Friends and trends I thought were "groovy"
Taught me.
I was not born a "Little Nigger"
A coca-cola bottle filled with urine
From white teenagers in a passing
Car in Wilson, North Carolina
Smashing against the side of my head
Taught me that.
I was not born violent
Family strife, the shotgun for defending home,
The quickly drawn butcher knife, when mom
Wanted her "boyfriend" to leave her alone,
Uncle Sam in Vietnam with Walter Cronkite
Every night. Roadrunner and Bugs Bunny
Wiley E. Coyote getting smashed time and time
Again seemed so funny way back then. Cowboys
That were quick to shoot and fight, combat, Rat Patrol
Put the Bloodlust in my eyes. I was not born for this
You've sentenced me to die.
THE LONELY MAN

Wm. MorganHerring IV

Here he stands the lonely man

He is an only man

Why no tears are in this eye

Even though he clearly shows he's a lonely man

Not a word is spoken, not a smile broken

For no one is joking with

The lonely man.

Proud and strong he stands

Face to the sun, not fearing anyone

Who can understand... THE LONELY MAN

Time does span, but he can bring it back

To a single point of fact

But he'll never let it slack

For he's the only man, the lonely man

The truth has his hand upon a timeless

Plan... That's why he's taken a stand

And is now the lonely man!
7 STEPS OF HARMONY @2013

1) Train up properly the child

2) Teach by example the youth

3) Engage with wise advice adults

4) Communicate, share with love inspired support your spouse.

5) Aide and assist with gentle patient hands and mind the elderly.

6) Love without prejudice, malice or favoritism all of creation.

7) Listen closely to the oft times sublime words of instruction, correction, guidance and wisdom of the creator.
9 Degrees of Femininity

Wm. Morgan-Herring IV
@1999

1. Female
2. Girl
3. Woman
4. Lady
5. Dame
6. Princess
7. Queen
8. Empress
9. Goddess